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1. Introduction 

 

Disciplinary classification relates to the spatial ordering of knowledge. The modern discipline 

is comprised of ‘a group of scholars who share common concepts and methods, forming a 

community,.’1 Disciplines, it has been argued, ‘like any other classificatory principle of 

knowledge … have the function of mediating and directing social change.’2 In the context of 

transitional justice, disciplinary silos, and the struggles between them, have the function of 

determining the boundaries of the field of research and practice. 

It is often asserted that transitional justice research is dominated by law and legalism. The early 

years of the field were characterised by the development of a normative framework for 

responding to past human rights violations and for guaranteeing the non-recurrence of 

violence.3 As a result, the field was shaped by legal inquiry into how best to design institutions 

for this purpose and, relatedly, how to evaluate the impact of those institutions.4 However as 

the field evolved a range of different disciplinary perspectives were brought to bear on the 

central question of how to respond to a legacy of past human rights abuse.  

Reflecting the risk of research falling between the cracks of disciplinary silos, the International 

Journal of Transitional Justice from its inception has aimed to foster dialogue between 

disciplines as a means of furthering scholarly inquiry in the field.5 As Bell noted in response to 

this aim,6 transitional justice cannot be defined as a discipline with its own distinct substance 

and methods, but rather is more loosely held together by a central legitimating concept.7 More 

than a decade after Bell’s now foundational intervention on the nature of the field (or non-field) 

these questions remain as pertinent as they were at the time. To the extent that the field shares 

‘common concepts or methods’ they relate to the centrality of the focus on pillars, institutions 

and underpinning legal regimes- arguably making transitional justice a sub-discipline of law- 

 
1Peter Weingart, ‘A Short History of Knowledge Formation’ in Robert Frodeman (ed) Oxford Handbook of 
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2 Ibid. 
3Marcos Zunino, Justice Framed: A Genealogy of Transitional Justice (Cambridge University Press, 2019); Ruti 

Teitel, Transitional Justice (Oxford University Press, 2000). 
4 In particular the use of datasets to measure transitional justice outcomes is a strong feature of US political science 

scholarship on TJ. More recently Gready and Robbins proposed a ‘theory of change’ model for evaluating TJ. 
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6 Christine Bell, ‘Transitional Justice, Interdisciplinarity and the State of the “Field” or “non-Field”.’ (2009) 3 

International Journal of Transitional Justice 5. 
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referential to its texts. This creates an impression that the field is dominated by legalism, and 

that as a result it remains ‘under-theorised’ 30 years after it came into existence.8 

 However while the field remains strongly referential to pillars and mechanisms, and there is 

evidence that the normative framework of law continues to exert a dominant influence on the 

field,9 to say that it is under-theorised as a result is to miss the multi-disciplinary nature of 

scholarly contributions. While some work is explicitly labelled as a theoretical contribution to 

transitional justice,10 much of the theoretical work on its related concepts happens in less overt 

spaces. It is not labelled in the same way, and as such not as immediately apparent when 

searching the literature. Yet to ignore this literature is to miss the ways in which alternative 

disciplinary approaches already enrich our understanding of the field. 

A note first on terminology. Interdisciplinarity is characterised by the integration of different 

forms of disciplinary knowledge. Work that is interdisciplinary is characterised by interaction 

between different disciplinary approaches.11 An example of this in the TJ field is the way in 

which some forms of engagement with art have sought to disrupt established understandings 

of justice precisely by bringing radically different disciplinary concepts and methods to bear 

on the problem.12 This can be contrasted with multi-disciplinarity, defined as the juxtaposition 

of disciplines, the process of which ‘fosters wider knowledge, information and methods’, yet 

‘disciplines remain separate, disciplinary elements retain their original identity, and the existing 

structure of knowledge is not questioned.’13  For example, scholarship has examined the 

relationship between transitional justice and other forms of post-conflict policy and 

intervention, notably peacebuilding14 and development.15 This work takes as its starting point 

the ‘nexus’ approach which brings two separate fields of inquiry into dialogue with each other 

without disrupting the epistemic foundations of either field, and as such is different from an 

interdisciplinary approach. 

Within the TJ field multi-disciplinary scholarship continues to critique the dominance of law 

and institutional approaches to TJ, while legal scholarship resists this decolonising impulse, 

policing the boundaries of the field by continually (re)orienting inquiry towards pillars, 

mechanisms and underpinning legal regimes. Partly this tension arises because of a lack of 

clarity, or perhaps agreement, on the parameters of the field of TJ.16 Is it solely a form of legal 
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response and demand for accountability for human rights abuse? Or is it a matter of lived 

experience as well? If the answer is the former then it makes sense to look for ways of 

evaluating performance against that criteria. This reflects a technocratic approach to TJ that 

has little need of theory. However this approach is limited if the aim is to use TJ as part of a 

more holistic process of recovery from conflict and violence. If we think of TJ as a set of not 

just legal but also ethical problems, and orient inquiry towards underpinning concepts rather 

than institutions, does the landscape look different?  

This chapter offers an introductory mapping of the ways in which scholarship in disciplines 

beyond law and political science- most notably in the humanities and social sciences- has 

engaged with the foundational concepts of transitional justice. It provides an overview of the 

different disciplinary lenses that have been applied to these foundations, and how these shape 

or re-shape thinking when it comes to TJ. If we take the conception of ‘justice in periods of 

political transition’ as the central legitimating construct of TJ, how does multi- disciplinary 

scholarship help us to understand the meaning of justice, and indeed of transition?  

2. The Concepts of Transitional Justice 

 

Underpinning transitional justice are four foundational concepts- those of Truth, Justice, 

Reconciliation and Transition. Each of these is invoked to varying degrees to legitimate 

demands for transitional justice, as well as to inform the design, implementation and evaluation 

of its mechanisms. Yet often the definition of these is not interrogated in any depth, with a 

generic definition of ‘transitional justice’ relied upon. The following four sections outline how 

scholarship in multiple disciplines has engaged with these foundational concepts, how it has 

demonstrated the ways in which they are intertwined, and as a result how it can further our 

understanding of their role in TJ.  

A.  Truth 

The relationship between truth and justice in transitional justice is one which has been 

negotiated over the course of TJ intellectual history. When understood from a legal perspective 

truth plays a central role as a goal of transitional justice - something that can be established 

through legal inquiry and in institutions such as courts or truth commissions. From a relatively 

narrow starting point that associated truth with legalistic outcomes such as trials or reparations, 

the meaning of truth and its place in TJ has now been conceptualised across disciplinary 

divides. This scholarship reveals how truth can take different forms and may even be contested. 

The distinction between forensic and narrative forms of truths helps to break down the idea of 

truth into its different functions. Forensic truth reflects the established facts of what happened 

by, for instance, identifying signs of violence on a body and pointing to the circumstances of a 

person’s death. In transitional contexts this is increasingly recognised as a ‘right’ of victims’ 

families.17 The forensic truth of what happened, when established through scientific and legal 

method, is difficult to deny. A drive towards this form of truth is reflected in the increasing 

trend in both advocacy and scholarship towards documentation during conflicts in places such 
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as Syria and Ukraine18 and forensic evidence has been used in courts and truth commissions to 

prove atrocity crimes.19 However the political significance that is attached to forensic truth is 

often more difficult. On one hand the need for ‘truth’ is well acknowledged as a core driver of 

transitional justice. On the other, beyond the techniques of forensic archaeology,20 or the court 

room procedure, it is well acknowledged that the concept of objective truth is unrealisable and 

its pursuit can have unintended divisive consequences.  

Whereas law prioritises the objectivity of legal adjudication, scholarship in disciplines such as 

sociology, anthropology and history has engaged with this narrative function of truth, 

increasingly connecting it not only with information, but with phenomena such as memory and 

witnessing. What is revealed is a complex web of understandings of truth underpinning the 

field. The concept of narrative truth refers to the way in which facts and information are 

‘narrated’ with reference to underlying values. It is the story that is told of a conflict. This is 

where truth is often contested. Legal scholars initially praised international criminal tribunals 

and truth commissions for their claimed didactic attributes and potential to contribute to the 

creation of a coherent, often objective historical narrative that responds to the demands of stable 

democracies.21 However, the legal authority over ‘truth’ is now much more contested, with 

interdisciplinary scholarship demonstrating the ways that both types of institution are ill 

equipped to produce ‘history’ of conflict based on procedural, jurisdictional, temporal and 

material limitations.22 

(i) Landscapes of Truth  

Studies in archaeology and anthropology show that in addition to producing forensic truth, 

practices in these two disciplines can go beyond ‘the strict scientific sphere’ to have a role in 

constructing cross-cultural narratives.23 Archaeologists play a significant role in determining 

which material objects are recorded, preserved and entered into a community or a nation’s 

cultural heritage and with that are inserted into collective memory.24 In doing so, they can put 

forward a deliberately selected commentary on the roles and responsibilities in a certain violent 

episode of the past. In particular exhumations of human remains as a method can aid creation 

of narrative truths and historical memories of past atrocities on the basis of the uncovered 

forensic truth. What may not be visible to an outsider with a distinct disciplinary perspective 

is that the physical acts of locating and exhuming human remains can be complemented by a 
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range of additional process that work together to conduct historical analysis and build a written 

as well as visual record of the atrocity and the person affected by it. In Spain, for example, civil 

society organized exhumations were followed up by graveside interviews with victims’ 

relatives, interviews with people living in the area of the mass grave, archival work and mobile 

seminars that sought to educate victims’ relatives and passers-by about the trauma inflicted on 

the body.25 In these ways, exhumation missions created a space for understanding, recognizing 

and verbalizing what happened,26 providing a sense of closure to victims’ families, disturbing 

the veil of silence that might exist around coming forward with the truth about mass graves 

locations and leading to memorialization and commemoration based on the uncovered facts.27 

(ii)  Witnessing & Memory 

International and hybrid criminal tribunals and truth commissions also rely on forensic truth as 

evidence yet have also been praised for their narrative truth- and history-making functions. The 

archives of such institutions are largely accepted as pools of ‘facts’ from which to draw and 

feed into transitional societies for informational and educational purposes.  

The inter- and trans-disciplinary scholarly engagements with memory, archives and witnessing 

in anthropology, history, sociology, philosophy and geography divert our attention to the 

discursive and knowledge-production powers of the global project of transitional justice and 

frequent exclusions, distortion and/or silencing of certain people and certain voices from the 

processes of truth recovery and their outcomes. They hold that attaining an objective record is 

genuinely impossible and position ‘memory’ as multi-layered, multidirectional, and diverse 

and existing beyond the realms of ‘collective memory’ which is a seemingly shared memory 

of the past.28 Memory can thus expand beyond the limits of national identity and national 

contexts and has also been theorised as ‘cosmopolitan’, traveling and ‘transcending time and 

space’ in the globalised world.29 Institution- and state-oriented approaches to the study of truth 

recovery do not adequately capture these multidirectional, transboundary flows of people’s 

stories, experiences and memories. Institutions of transitional justice and their archives 

therefore engage in production of knowledge and collective memories in biased ways, 

privileging certain witnesses, truths, and memories over others. 

Memory scholars provide useful insights into the relationships between construction of a 

seemingly objective ‘truth’ and collective memories. Narratives that bind a group together in a 

shared memory continue to be (re)negotiated during and post- violent episodes in a nation’s 

history and, particularly in transition, new or renewed regimes seek to solidify the official story 

of the violent episode to restore political order and legitimate the new regime. In this body of 

scholarship we also find extensive use of feminist and social theories on the body and corporeal 
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politics that place the bodies of the war dead as sites where contentious remembering takes 

place, with the bodies of fallen soldiers being given a crucial role in creating and maintaining 

national identities.30 Putting forward a single, unified narrative about the past, with established 

roles, grievances and figures typically comes at the cost of perpetuating or exaggerating pre-

existing gender and race-based hierarchies in the society. In particular, post-war 

memorialisation tends to rely to the gender binary to preserve the patriarchal nation-state, 

recognizing and honouring men’s bodies as protectors, martyrs and heroes, while presenting 

and ‘normalising’ memories of women’s passivity over stories and experiences of agency.31 

Archives generally serve as sources of truth and can consist of an assemblage of court records 

and documents collected by a range of state and non-state actors. In theorising archives in TJ, 

much scholarship draws on Derrida’s proposal that no political power exists ‘without control 

of archives’32 as well as Trouillot’s theorising around the social power of archives to prepare 

‘facts for historical intelligibility.’33 Viebach, for examples, coins the term ‘transitional 

archives’, emphasizing their open-ended nature whereby archives are never completed nor they 

are ever the truth but ‘the reality of what was found was true’34 Court archives thus do not 

include all testimonies and all truths. Thorne conceptually draws on Foucault’s work on 

discourse to investigate the role of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda in 

construction of memory, arguing that the pre-trial stages of criminal trials ‘filter’ and therefore 

significantly limit who gets to act as a witness and what such witnesses are allowed to 

remember.35 Historical scholarship on witnessing evidences that the selection of ‘moral 

witnesses’ also influences whose deaths are seen as grievable, therefore shaping ‘the Western 

imagination of collective violence.’36 

(iii) Victims 

As a process and objective, truth recovery has been valued for its potential to be victim-centred, 

empowering and re-dignifying victims and survivors by offering them opportunities to tell their 

story and have their suffering acknowledged, recognised and possibly redressed. Across 

contexts of transitional justice, victims have provided public and private testimonies before 

truth and fact-finding commissions and judicial institutions. Yet, truth in transitional justice 

contexts is shaped by power, by institutional factors, and by the audience, all of which impact  

how victims are heard,37 or not.38 Legalistic and institutional forums for truth recovery privilege 
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forensic truth over oral history and subjective accounts. In doing so, they prioritise the legal 

scripts of violence and ignore or distort lived experiences of victims, creating an ‘ideal’ or 

‘iconic victim’.39 Hierarchies of victimhood go hand-in-hand with hierarchies of truth, where 

certain voices and stories have more 'political currency’ than others, creating only ‘partial and 

exclusive understandings of the past.’40 Narratives of lived experience that fall outside set 

frameworks can directly contradict or dispute elements of the established official histories that 

the state may want to produce and are thus likely to be silenced or discredited.41 Criminology 

and socio-legal scholars point to the widespread politicization of victimhood that exploits 

victims’ voices and agency in political, and often competing processes of truth recovery 

towards certain political goals.42 Scholarship in disciplines such as anthropology and sociology 

have looked beyond legal form to explore how these dynamics shape the experience of victims. 

Truth seeking, when seen through a critical lens, risks perpetuating hierarchies of victimhood 

by using the designations of victim and perpetrator, making an institutional statement about 

who has the right to call themselves a victim.43 By doing this it determines who can legitimately 

claim to have been wronged and thereby seek justice.  

B. Justice 

The search for a definition of justice in transition is in many ways the search for a meta-

narrative that forms the basis of the legitimacy of the field. Without a shared understanding of 

justice it becomes difficult to justify normative claims for specific mechanisms and approaches. 

There is a certain paradox in the fact that the concept of justice is used to justify a field of 

inquiry whose central concern is the search for the meaning of justice. The centrality of the 

concept combined with its lack of commonly agreed definition has led to an approach where a 

shorthand definition is provided as a means of foreclosing the bigger question of the meaning 

of justice itself in TJ scholarship.  

However it is acknowledged that a working policy definition of justice is not the same as an 

interrogation of the meaning of the underlying concept, and indeed that justice may not mean 

the same thing as law.44 In seeking to develop the underlying concept of justice in transition, 

scholars have drawn on underpinning theories from disciplines such as criminology and 

political philosophy to justify justice demands. These can roughly be divided into three 

categories, retributive justice; transformative justice and more recently participatory justice.  

(i) Retributive justice 

 

Some of the earliest theorising of transitional justice was driven by the need to offer a 

justificatory narrative for criminal trials. Of particular note are early efforts to create a 
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normative justification for TJ rooted in the idea of the rule of law.45 Prosecution, it was 

claimed, was necessary to ensure deterrence of future atrocities, to combat impunity, and to 

re-establish the rule of law.46 In particular, retributive ideas of justice underpinned the desire 

in the early years of TJ to individualise guilt. Individual criminal responsibility, it was 

argued, would help to break collective cycles of blame and prevent future violence.47 This 

model is defined by a transactional approach whereby the perpetrator of a specific and 

established crime is punished as a means of ensuring justice for the victim of that crime. 

This work was also woven into broader justificatory discourses in the work of social 

scientists and others who linked retributive outcomes in the criminal justice sense with 

broader social goals of reconciliation. Much of this early interdisciplinary engagement set the 

research agenda, identifying broader questions for interrogation in disciplines beyond law.48 

For example in 2000 Osiel interrogated the reasons given for punishment in the case of mass 

atrocities.49 Drawing on the work of theorists such as Arendt he explored the justifications 

and their limitations through a theoretical lens. The transitional literature has therefore from 

its early years been interdisciplinary in nature, willing to look beyond strict legalism towards 

the broader social and political context when considering the meaning of ‘justice’. 

 

(ii) Transformative justice 

 

One of the clearest developments in thinking has been the move towards a model of 

transformative justice. Early ideas of transformative justice argued that it was necessary for 

transitional justice as a field of research and practice to go beyond retributive justice to 

support and achieve socioeconomic justice, both at the levels of individuals and communities. 

Following Gready and Robins’ theorisation, transformative justice has largely been 

understood to be a result of ‘the challenging of unequal and intersecting power relationships 

and structures of exclusion’.50 Achieving transformative justice therefore necessitates an 

approach that deals with structural issues in the transitional society, such as inequality and 

structural and slow violence. Such an approach is inevitably distinct from and largely 

incompatible with retributive justice as judicial institutions largely focus on direct physical 

violations on the body, neglecting the underpinning socioeconomic and political conditions 

that enable and give rise to such violations.51 Transformative justice is therefore justice for 
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violations and neglect of not only civil and political rights, but also socioeconomic, 

psychosocial and environmental rights and freedoms.  

Transformative justice is also a common thread to feminist scholarship, as it requires 

engagement with issues and groups on the margins of TJ practice.52 There is also a strong 

link to feminist theory in the idea that justice requires not simply the return to a 

discriminatory status quo, but more fundamental change to the systems themselves.53 In 

criminology, for instance, it has been long argued for the focus of transformative justice-

seeking to be re-directed to racism and sexism as structural injustice underpinning violence.54 

Feminist scholars have demonstrated that women’s experiences of conflict are never fully 

represented through TJ mechanisms as the mainstream TJ operating as an extension of 

international law either ignores violence against women entirely or fails to see how it exists 

on a continuum without clear separations of the before- and post- conflict periods.55  

In this argument we see influences from the field of development studies that makes closer 

connections between economic realities and justice. In particular, when discussing 

elimination of the ‘drivers’ or root causes of violence, scholars highlight structural 

socioeconomic issues such as poverty, economic inequality and insecurity, and 

institutionalized discrimination as factors hampering meaningful attainment of transformative 

justice.56 It is through these connections to socioeconomic grievances that transformative 

justice highlights and seeks to undo some of the hierarchies of both violence and victimhood 

that retributive justice models perpetuate. 

While the retributive justice model rests on the victim-perpetrator binary, prosecuting and 

punishing the perpetrator to award ‘justice’ to the victim, the model of transformative justice 

blurs this binary. Drawing on the work on restorative justice done in criminology and 

psychology, the practice of transformative justice highlights victim-perpetrator dialogue,57 as 

well as inclusion of different stakeholders, including bystanders, into the process to identify 

the micro-drivers of violence58 and address individuals’ relationship to social breakdown.59 

  

(iii) Participatory justice 
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Another notable trend across more recent scholarship is the drive to find ways to centre the 

voices of victims in TJ. This is conceptualised as a spatial approach - the ability to map new 

invented spaces of TJ beyond formal legal or state centric processes.60 One of the strongest 

examples of this dialogue is the engagement with art in recent years. Interdisciplinary 

engagements with art and TJ create space to see the ‘justice’ component of TJ as participatory, 

exploring creative and uncensored processes and practices not easily captured by law or 

political science as disciplines. Participation in cultural and artistic interventions can enable 

creation or recreation of more inclusive collective memory and enhance social responsibility 

and social change.61  This is because art as a medium tends to trigger strong emotive responses 

in the audience, and invites personal reflection on the experience, creating space for ambiguity 

and interpretation.62 Participatory justice asks to reconsider the evaluation of TJ itself where 

‘success’ becomes measured as a process of participation itself, regardless of the outcome, for 

its capability to enable change, and not merely as evidence of policy implementation.63  

However engagement with art and the humanities goes beyond simple interaction in existing 

TJ processes. Reading TJ through art has the potential to disrupt thinking on the meaning of 

justice and how it is experienced. For example some of the reasons given in favour of bringing 

art into dialogue with TJ point to the ways in which art ‘considers the quality of the lives of 

ordinary people who have borne the brunt of violence.’64 By shifting the focus towards the 

aesthetics of violence and trauma it invites qualities of attention, presence and empathy which 

are fundamentally different ways of thinking about justice. Focusing on the experience of the 

individual rather than on the operation of the process opens up the potential for thinking 

differently about how TJ is defined. 

The scholarship on art and TJ is part of a renewed interest in the question of the relationship 

between local and global approaches, incorporating in particular the need to better include both 

victims and wider civil society in TJ.65 This in turn reflects interest in related fields such as 

peacebuilding in how to understand the ‘everyday’ nature of peace and justice. While work on 

participatory justice is less well developed than that on transformative justice, a clear line of 

analysis is emerging that identifies the need to move beyond facilitating victim participation in 

existing pre-defined TJ institutions, towards thinking about how TJ could be designed from the 
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bottom up.66 Described as moving towards ‘meaningful’ participation,67 this literature looks at 

the ways in which demands for justice can be captured in TJ thinking. 

C. (Ir)Reconciliation 

 

From the time of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission the concept of 

reconciliation has appeared within and alongside transitional justice scholarship. A contested 

concept, its importation by the South African TRC into the discourse and justification of TJ 

has led to inquiry into its relationship with justice. There are varying conceptions of 

reconciliation, but the most notable in the context of TJ are those drawn from- but often not 

named as- theology, and the idea of political reconciliation, which is contrasted with the 

theological version. A further layer to add is the construct deriving from the anthropological 

literature of irreconciliation.  

The idea of forgiveness appeared in transitional justice literature as an element of the practice 

of the South African TRC. While originally deriving from the influence of religion and 

religious leaders on the discourse in South Africa, the idea of forgiveness was taken up in TJ 

literature from the perspective of social psychology.68 Early literature on truth commissions 

focused on the dual element of the release of the victim- summed up as ‘catharsis’- and the 

rehabilitation of the offender through their engagement with the Commission process. These 

individual responses came to be woven together into the broader pursuit of social repair, in 

which individual stories were subsumed into the narrative of healing the nation to be achieved 

through the work of the TRC.69 This is the work of political reconciliation.70 It is not concerned 

with theological constructs of repentance or remorse. Rather it facilitates a rational approach 

to dealing with the past.71 As Mookherjee notes, ‘a dominant strand of transitional justice 

scholarship has considered a lack of reconciliation to be dysfunctional, a rupture which can 

apparently be addressed by properly designed legal institutions.’72 

 However what came to dominate the discourse was the idea that an ‘encounter’ at the TRC 

would result in the victim forgiving the offender, even in the absence of any expression of 

remorse on their part. There are influences of both religion and social psychology evident in 

this approach. From a religious perspective, forgiveness arises as a duty to God, with anger and 

resentment as contrary to God’s wish.73 The ideal victim is therefore one who can let go of 

these feelings as part of a duty to their faith. The victim who cannot forgive is compared to this 
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ideal. From the perspective of social psychology, ideas of trauma and resilience crept into the 

discourse.74 In the desire to look forwards rather than backwards, the unforgiving victim is 

labelled as ‘traumatised’, as somehow unable to engage properly in the process. The effect of 

the application of such terms is to silencing them,75 to diminish the validity of their justice 

claims, and ultimately to directing the focus of attention towards the failure of the victim to 

overcome the past, rather than the enduring presence of the social conditions that enabled the 

harm.76 As a result, this connection between forgiveness and the resilience or mental well-being 

of the victim has resulted in significant philosophical critique. Reconciliation, within TJ 

scholarship, has been fundamentally unable to accommodate the unreconciled victim. This 

dynamic is captured best in the philosophical and anthropological literature that has 

conceptualised the unwillingness to participate in the redemptive arc of transitional justice.- 

the victim who refuses to accept the apology, refuses to participate in the institutions, and 

ultimately refuses to be ‘reconciled’ to the past.77  In philosophy this has been done through 

the lens of Jean Amery’s theory of ressentiment. For Amery, ressentiment was a way of 

resisting the re-writing of the past.78 In particular, it resists the idea the justice for individual 

events of the past is sufficient to account for the system that allowed them to happen.79  It also 

challenges the idea that for Nussbaum forgiveness in this context remains backward looking 

rather than ‘transitional’.80 When the legal structure itself is unjust, the system needs to change, 

and this requires anger.81 This type of anger is incompatible with forward looking pragmatic 

or rational responses to injustice.82 As such, irreconciliation emerges as part of the essential 

work of countering impunity, part of a common refusal of reconciliation with the past.83  

The debate over the role of forgiveness in transitional justice demonstrates the difficulties of 

dialogue across disciplines. In divorcing the concept of forgiveness from its theological roots 

the concept was imported into TJ discourse in a way that did not fully account for the 

fundamental disciplinary differences between theology (from which the concept was first 

borrowed) and the transitional justice literature. This reveals a start gap when it comes to cross-

disciplinary understanding. Philpott highlights this tension in his work on religion and TJ.84 In 

particular he explores the different paradigms of thought that underpin the idea of forgiveness 

in religious versus secular thought.  He contrasts the religious paradigm of reconciliation with 

the secular paradigm of liberal human rights that underpins transitional justice. Importing the 

concept of reconciliation into the liberal transitional justice paradigm resulted not only in 
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conceptual uncertainty as to the purpose and limits of forgiveness in transitional justice, but 

arguably led to harmful expectations being placed on victims. Of particular note in this context 

is the way in which the fundamental structure of reconciliation and liberal human rights 

operate, and the tension that this creates between individual versus communal ideas of rights. 

In theology forgiveness is rooted in the broader framework of reconciliation, with an emphasis 

on returning to ‘right relationships’. This is based on a horizontal approach to repairing bonds 

within political communities, and rests on other underpinning concepts such as apology and 

remorse. This can be contrasted with the liberal approach which emphasises enlightenment 

ideas of the relationship between the individual and the state. Of particular note in the context 

of transitional justice has been the removal of the idea of remorse from the discourse on 

forgiveness, and relatedly, reconciliation. Similarly there has been much greater emphasis on 

apology on the part of the state than on horizontal apologies from non-state actors responsible 

for human rights abuse. TJ scholars have grappled with how best to recognise the existence of 

conflicting narratives on the legitimacy of violence, and have consistently fallen short of 

requiring remorse as a condition of reconciliation. This is difficult to square with a victim 

centred approach to justice and leads to what Amery identifies as the absence of moral 

acknowledgement85 

 

D. Transition 

 

Conceptually, transitional justice is conditional on the existence of a transition. Even though 

‘transition’ is a foundational concept for TJ as a field of research and practice, the very concept 

has evolved over the years and continues not to have one set meaning. The core questions that 

theorists of the ‘transition’ component of TJ seek to resolve include: transition from what? 

Transition to what? When does transition start and end? Could transition ever start and ever 

end? Although today there is a consensus that TJ is inclusive of transitions from 

authoritarianism as well as conflict, different disciplinary approaches have been applied to 

theorise the boundaries, scopes and endpoints of such transitions. 

(i) Political and Economic Liberalism 

For field-building theorists such as Teitel, ‘transition’ has been defined as a shift to political 

and economic liberalism and thus the ‘transition’ component of TJ can be understood as ‘liberal 

transition.’86 Considering that TJ was initially developed in the context of transitions from un-

democratic authoritarian/socialist regimes, it was widely believed that ‘transition’ as a path to 

democracy and political and economic liberalism will inevitably lead to a peaceful and just 

society. Furthermore, TJ is well-positioned within the neoliberal global project and the-end-of-

the-Cold-War era, which explains this initial orientation to transitions towards free elections, 

constitutions, the principles of good governance and the rule of law. 
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Debates around the meaning and scope of transition are integral to the examinations of 

fieldhood of transitional justice as a coherent set of distinguishable practices.87 Seemingly 

established democracies already benefit from the conditions to which transitional justice shifts 

societies to, which makes such states sites ‘of non-transition.’88 Others such Winter defend the 

‘fieldhood’ by utilising liberal theory to propose that TJ is suitable even in established 

democracies as a tool for trans-regime repair of political legitimacy.89  

When it comes to the meaning of transition more critical work draws on critical theory and 

philosophy to challenge or entirely disrupt the proposed neoliberal order and highlight the 

ideological limitations of connecting the idea of transition so closely to neoliberalism. Fourlas 

critiques the philosophical idea of ‘liberal peace’ on the basis of its inaptness to realise justice 

in or post-transition but only imposes standards of justice that do not resonate with the social 

world.90 Bowsher employs Foucault’s concept of ‘governmentality’ to define neoliberalism as 

‘practices designed to produce particular societal norms, social relations, and subjective 

behaviours’ aimed towards specific ‘strategic ends.’91 Bowsher theorises that, as a global 

project, TJ serves to enhance the production of ‘neoliberal contours’ at the point of transition, 

transitioning the country into not only a neoliberal economy but also a neoliberal society 

characterised by individualism and ‘empty solidarity’.92  

(ii) Post Colonial critiques 

Scholars working within the traditions of post-colonial theory identify that the short-term, 

outcome-oriented, limited ‘transition’ from a violent political episode to a democratic, liberal 

future is an imperial intervention and as such can act as an extension of patriarchal, colonial 

societies93 or amount to neo-colonialism.94 The ‘transition’ to neoliberalism that paradigmatic 

TJ promotes can directly aid and perpetuate colonial projects and injustices as it enshrines the 

ideas of colonial linear progress.95 Violence towards indigenous people and cycles and long-

term patterns of violence and intergenerational grievances such as, for instance land 

appropriation are considered as ‘far-off’ or ‘neutralised’ past96 and therefore outside the scope 

of the transition.97 The ‘transition’ in question is therefore limited in its capacity to become a 

transition from structural injustices and underlying conditions such as racism, sexism and 
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economic inequalities that have sustained colonial ventures and their aftermaths.98 For instance, 

Sesay’s work, underpinned by political philosophy and political theory, positions the 

‘transition’ component in TJ as a project that seeks to ‘restore the integrity of the existing 

normative and social order’ as fundamentally distinct from and incompatible with 

‘decolonization’ that necessitates the dismantling of the underlying system of structural 

injustices, in whole or in part.99 

Yet, other post-colonial scholars show an interest in using ‘transitional strategies’ in established 

democracies that are also settler colonies (i.e., ‘settler democracies’) and therefore expand the 

scope and character of the ‘transition’ component of TJ.100 For example, socio-legal scholars 

Balint and colleagues draw on postcolonial and settler colonial theories to propose that ‘the 

flexibility and potentiality of’ TJ make it suitable for addressing formerly neglected historical 

harms.101 The strengths of TJ around legal and institutional reform can be enhanced by settler 

colonial theory’s insistence on the continuation between past and present to enhance structural 

change, therefore reconceptualizing TJ from redressing only what is what visible, recent or 

immediate to what is ‘structural’. TJ in that sense ‘enables as well as accompanies 

transition.’102  

(iii) Temporality 

Considering the centrality of the concept of ‘transition’ as a move from one point in time to 

another, studies of temporality have only recently entered into the mainstream spaces of TJ. In 

terms of its temporality, TJ has commonly been conceptualised as linear and objective, 

whereby it serves to ‘deal’ with the past to prevent future violations, assuming that both the 

past, present and future are definite points on the linear flow of time detached from individual 

and group experiences and memories. ‘Transition’ itself then is a limited period, typically 

starting with a peace agreement or a regime change, in which a society has broken away from 

the past violence and is actively working towards ensuring a peaceful, justice time ahead, 

although it is not always clear when the transition ends. Such linear temporality has been a 

characteristic of the legal discipline and in particular criminal law. 

Scholarly work underpinned by sociology, anthropology and education disrupts this linear 

narrative by demonstrating that neither the past nor the future are fixed points in time and the 

perceptions of when transitions start and end, what they constitute and what people and 

societies are transitioning from remain deeply diverse.103 These interventions enrich the field 

in two notable ways: firstly, they suggest that ‘transition’ in and out of itself is not a limited or 
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extraordinary period of time and secondly, they show that temporalities and, therefore 

transitions, are subjective and multiple. 

The very notion of ‘transition’ in TJ as being exceptional, extraordinary and timebound is 

challenged. Such a conception largely stems from legal scholars such as Teitel, who saw TJ as 

‘caught between the past and the future, bridging the two points in time.104 Transitional justice 

thus becomes both backward- and forward-oriented and extraordinary, a moment of ‘rupture’, 

‘a radical break’ from past violence and injustices.105 Critical scholars such as Hansen 

deconstruct the notion of ‘transition’ being a limited and exceptional ‘window of opportunity’ 

on the account of both violations and justice demands and processes being instigated both 

before and after the limits of transition.106  

Understanding time as subjective and relative also points to the existence of multiple temporal 

regimes in the experiences of victims, survivors that are negotiated socially and culturally. For 

instance, Katz and Shalev Greene argue that families of the missing can experience time as 

parallel, whereby the missing person’s time is ‘divided from their own’ or even perpetual, time 

outside linear where the missing person is presumed neither dead nor alive.107 Such experiences 

blur the boundaries between life and death, with that, peace and conflict, showing that some 

individuals and groups never ‘transition’ out of the past into an enhanced future. Education 

scholars show that the understandings of multiple temporalities can improve what is counted 

as ‘legitimate historical knowledge in history education’,108 extending ‘the backward gaze’ of 

TJ’ and including in education indigenous temporal knowledge and harms committed in 

‘distant past.’109 

3. Conclusion 

 

Traditionally the underlying principle of disciplinary classification was the respective approach 

or method of gaining knowledge (rather than simply ordering it).110 There is no doubt that 

transitional justice scholarship is a multi-disciplinary landscape. Insights and methods from a 

range of different disciplines are applied to the overarching questions and narratives of the 

field. Disciplines beyond law give us alternative tools to think about the big questions such as 

‘where’ does justice happen? By and for whom? And even ‘why’? This enriches thinking on 

the core concepts of TJ. 

However, while it is clear that the foundational concepts of TJ have been interrogated in 

multiple disciplinary spaces, it is less easy to argue that the disciplinary knowledge and 
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techniques of those disciplines have been integrated in a meaningful way into mainstream TJ 

scholarship. Philpott describes the temptation to ‘remedially append’ insight from other 

disciplines and schools of thought into one’s own thinking without understanding it in its 

fullness and disciplinary context. The importation of the concepts of forgiveness and 

reconciliation into the secular TJ discourse, divorced from their theological roots, is a good 

example of this dynamic.111 This speaks to the existence within the field of distinct epistemic 

communities which may draw on concepts of techniques from other disciplines, but which do 

not engage in depth with the complexity of the discipline. Each of these disciplinary 

communities contains their own distinct core central ideas and traditions around which thinking 

coalesces. Understanding this helps us to understand the difficulties in establishing a genuinely 

interdisciplinary theory of transitional justice. When concepts are borrowed without a deeper 

interdisciplinary approach we are left with a two dimensional importation of ideas that struggle 

to advance knowledge of the underlying concepts of TJ. For example, Bell and O’Rourke 

argued that to pursue a properly gendered understanding of transitional justice it was necessary 

to start from the position of feminism and analyse TJ through that lens, rather than trying to fit 

feminist aims into the existing TJ structures. This encapsulates the difference between 

importation of ideas into TJ, and the application of interdisciplinary thinking that draws on 

structures of thought from beyond law to ask bigger questions about the nature of the field.  

This tension plays out in the way in which multi or inter disciplinary scholarship is presented, 

and fundamentally whether the purpose of applying techniques from other disciplines is to 

reform the practices of transitional justice, or to disrupt them more radically. For example, 

much of the interdisciplinary scholarship is engaging in depth with critical theory, including 

continental philosophy, as a means of interrogating the limits of transitional justice. The work 

of theorists such as Arendt,112 Derrida,113 Foucault114 Agamben115 and others is used to 

construct critical frameworks for understanding some of the conceptual foundations of TJ. 

These bodies of theoretical work often address questions which are adjacent to those often 

considered more central to the TJ field, without engaging in the TJ literature. A caveat to note 

is therefore that what has been presented here is scholarship where disciplinary concepts and 

methods are in dialogue with the field of transitional justice. What is not captured is the extent 

of related scholarly fields of inquiry that address related themes but on a parallel track. 

Examples include genocide studies, atrocity prevention, and even international criminal justice. 

These bodies of knowledge develop along the parallel tracks of their own sub-disciplines. 

Some of this can only fully be understood at a higher level of abstraction, identifying the 

embeddedness of transitional justice in much broader paradigms, such as for example, 
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liberalism which circumscribes the ‘from’ and the ‘to’ of transitional justice as well as 

importing a range of normative assumptions as to the nature of justice. Being able to see the 

boundaries of thought from alternative disciplinary perspectives holds the key to deeper 

engagement with the foundational questions of TJ. 

 


